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This collection explores digital exhibitions of contemporary bourgeois collections in domestic spaces via
social media. Most commonly seen in the form of a “closet tour,” this series of digital screenshots
captured from YouTube videos aim to convey the ways in which these online displays function in similar
ways to museum exhibitions, as well as how they differ. The images explore the way domestic spaces are
utilized and function as gallery spaces, the blurring of the private and the public, the power relations of the
exhibitionist in relation to the viewer, and the separation of the objects on display from their audience via
the glass of a screen.
The use of glass as both a window and a barrier is exclusive to the material, and embodies the surrealist
dialectic of outside/inside. Private collections are made “accessible” to the public via video sharing sites
like YouTube, but viewers are separated by the glass of the screen. There is a surreal effect of the objects
on display being “inside” the room one is viewing the screen in, while simultaneously being potentially at a
directly opposite point of the globe. This idea must necessarily remain central to this exhibition as well,
given that the objects are being viewed via Instagram, and their Benjaminian aura is removed.
This vitreous medium of viewing is perfect for the flaunting of wealth via material objects. The viewer
provides all of the fetishistic attention that the exhibitor desires, and no one even has to leave their house.
The typical sociocultural exchanges of the museum viewing experience can occur entirely in a domestic
setting from beginning to end of the communicative process. The exhibitor takes on zero risk, as they
objects simply stay in their home, and the viewer gets to gaze upon them for free and derive pleasure
vicariously.
Each object image is followed by an image of the object being touched by its exhibitor. This is a
fundamental aspect of these videos which this collection aspires to highlight, is the ability of the exhibitor
to break with museum conventions because their private ownership allows them to set the rules. While in
a museum it is a taboo of the highest order to touch the art, in these domestic galleries it is rare to find a
tour video that does not involve touching or caressing the objects, reminding the audience of their tangible
lack.
It is, lastly, significant to note that the overwhelming majority of domestic gallery tours on YouTube are
exhibited by women and queer people, situating control of a gallery to the home. This serves a dual
purpose of providing access to collections of people who have historically been unable to collect, an
element of novelty at play, while at the same time using identity to justify and/or mask the capitalist
exploitation required to achieve the wealth needed to attain these collections. This affects what kinds of
objects are collected and even the way in which they are displayed, be it the pink vault of Jeffree Star or
the living room art gallery of Serena Williams. This is the main ideological purpose of these videos, to
generate unending aspirational desire and reignite the promise of a non-discriminatory American Dream.
This collection aims to expose this undercurrent, and remind the audience of their distance from this
reality.

Object #1: The Diamond Birkin — Hermès
(Crocodile skin, 18K White Gold, Diamond)
This Hermès luxury bag is displayed on Jeffree Star’s
“Birkin wall,” exhibited in the the most viewed closet
tour on YouTube as of 2022, "My Pink VAULT Closet
Tour" (27 million views). The Birkin serves as a status
symbol of the "self-made" nouveau riche American
entrepreneur, notably a feminine one. The
overwhelming popularity of this closet tour and its
hyperfeminine artifice and exhibitor embody a
feminized (and queer) revitalization of the American
Dream, while simultaneously ensuring its audience is
othered by its vaulted and bodyguarded storage.

Object #2: Astro Black (2018) — Radcliffe Bailey
(Mixed-media collage painting, moon rock)
This contemporary collage piece is exhibited in
Serena Williams’ episode of “Open Door,” a
house tour series on Architectural Digest’s
YouTube channel. In Williams’ home, the piece is
displayed in her living room, which she refers to
as her art gallery. Stating, "it actually starts from
the front door,” Williams explicitly declares her
own home a kind of museum space, as an
exhibition of personal taste not only to her
private houseguests, but to the general public via
YouTube. The lines of publicity and privacy are blurred, as the intention of this living room/art gallery
in all circumstances is for others to view it.

Object #3: Kneeling Youth — George Minne
(Plaster)
This late 19th century sculpture is exhibited in
designer Rick Owens’ episode of the “Objects of
Affection” series on Vogue’s YouTube channel. It
is displayed in his Italian atelier “Concordia,” and
is one of the few objects in the minimalistic
creative/domestic space. In this scenario, a
domestic space has been highly curated for the
purpose of the collector’s own artistic inspiration,
but becomes exhibitory when the collection is
filmed and shared on a public platform. What
typically functions as an immensely private collection becomes hypervisible, and the meaning of the
objects shift entirely due to the medium of display.

Object #4: Air Jordan 1 — Nike
This pair of sneakers is exhibited in makeup
artist / influencer James Charles’ “MY
MILLION DOLLAR DREAM CLOSET TOUR.” The
shoes have the words "PLEASE CREASE” sewn
into them. At the point of their display in the
video, Charles rants about how he doesn’t
understand how “y’all buy your shoes and keep
them in a box and never put them on.” He
proceeds to stare directly into the camera, fold
and “crease” the shoes with his hands, and
says “What are you gonna do about it?”
“Nothing!” the cameraman yells. This moment demonstrates the power relations of the virtual
private collection, where the exhibitor has free reign to touch, manipulate, damage, or even destroy
the objects as they please, while the audience watches and remains separated by the glass of the
screen. There is direct acknowledgement of both our existence and our lack of power.

Object #5: “The Cutest Little Crystal Lady” — Rolls Royce
(Frosted crystal)
The small ornament is exhibited in Kim
Kardashian’s “Objects of Affection” episode on
Vogue’s YouTube channel. It is displayed at the
point in the video when Kim chooses her three
favorite cars to display. She explains the cars are
grey to “match the house,” and that she loves the
“cutest little crystal lady” that was custom made
for her Rolls Royce. This comparatively small and
subdued detail is what elevates the status of the
car and makes it unique to Kim, again feminizing
classic symbols of wealth and the American Dream. The separation of the audience is again
reinforced by Kim’s light touching of the car, solidifying her power via a delicate material interaction.

